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Abstract
Objective: Pragmatic trials offer the opportunity to obtain real-life data on the relative effectiveness and safety of a treatment before or
after market authorization. This is the penultimate paper in a series of eight, describing the impact of design choices on the practical imple-
mentation of pragmatic trials.

Study Design and Setting: This paper focuses on the practical challenges of collecting and reporting safety data and of monitoring trial
conduct while maintaining routine clinical care practice.

Conclusion: Current ICH guidance recommends that all serious adverse events and all drug-related events must be reported in an in-
terventional trial. In line with current guidance, we propose a risk-based approach to the collection of nonedrug-related noneserious
adverse events and even serious events not related to treatment based on the risk profile of the medicine/class in the patient population
of interest. Different options available to support the collection and reporting of safety data while minimizing study-related follow-up visits
are discussed. A risk-based approach to monitoring trial conduct is also discussed, highlighting the difference in the balance of risks likely
to occur in a pragmatic trial compared to traditional clinical trials and the careful consideration that must be given to the mitigation and
management of these risks to maintain routine care. � 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Pragmatic trials are usually conducted to demonstrate the
real-world effectiveness, safety or health-economic benefits
of a new medicine, an existing medicine for a new indica-
tion, behavioral/surgical interventions, or diagnostic tests
in routine clinical practice [1]. The potential to demonstrate
such real-world effects heavily relies on the willingness of
patients and treating physicians to participate in this type
of research [2,3] and also on the ability to maintain routine
clinical practice (to the extent possible) throughout the dura-
tion of the trial. However, this can be challenging due to the
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regulatory requirements imposed on interventional studies
that involve the random assignment of patient to a particular
therapy [4]. The collection of adverse events (AE) and the
monitoring of trial conduct to ensure that the trial is conduct-
ed, recorded, and reported according to good clinical prac-
tice (GCP) may impact routine clinical care. This, in turn,
would mean that data are not really representative of the
real-life clinical situation, and generalizability of trials
results may be compromised [5,6].

However, the nature and extent of AE collection and moni-
toring of trial conduct can be dependent on the specifics of the
study. For example, the concept of ‘‘low interventional trials’’
will be introduced in the new European clinical trial
regulation [7]. These regulations relate to investigational me-
dicinal products used according to their marketing
ess article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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Box 1 Series on pragmatic trials

Pragmatic trials aim to generate real-world evi-
dence on the (relative) effects of treatments, general-
izable to routine practice. In this series, we will
discuss options and choices for pragmatic trial
design, operational consequences, and the interpreta-
tion of results.
1. Introduction
2. Setting, sites, and investigator selection
3. Patient selection challenges and consequences
4. Informed consent
5. Usual care and real life comparators
6. Outcome measures in the real world
7. Safety, quality and monitoring
8. Data collection and management
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What is new?

Key findings
� Current ICH Guidance states that all serious

adverse events and all drug-related events must
be collected and reported to the study sponsor in
an interventional trial. The decision on whether
or not to collect noneserious adverse events should
be based on knowledge of the safety profile of the
medicine and medicine class in the patient popula-
tion that is examined.

� The greatest challenge with respect to the collec-
tion of safety data in a pragmatic trial is to estab-
lish a process that supports the timely collection
and reporting of safety data with sufficient detail
while minimizing the number of follow-up visits
beyond the visits that are part of usual care.

� The balance of risks and potential impact in a prag-
matic trial will be different from a traditional rand-
omised controlled trial (RCT). The main
consideration in a monitoring plan for a pragmatic
trial is defining how to manage the risks in a way
that does not interfere with routine care or the ob-
jectives of the study. Where possible centralized
risk-based monitoring is recommended for prag-
matic trials to minimize interference with clinical
practice and patient care.

What this study adds to what was known?
� This article discusses different options available

for collecting safety data and data required to
monitor pragmatic trial conduct.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� Whatever approach is taken for collecting safety

data and monitoring trial conduct in a pragmatic
trial it is likely to be ‘‘nonstandard’’ compared to
an explanatory trial and will therefore require early
and detailed discussions with ethics review boards
and regulatory authorities in all participating
countries.

authorization or for which the use is evidence based. In
addition, the The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) have stressed
the need for developing more risk-based approaches toward
the monitoring of trial conduct. These concepts provide an
opportunity for a more proportionate approach to the
collection of safety data and the monitoring of trial conduct
that may be suitable for pragmatic trials. The present paper
discusses the main operational challenges in specifying a
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safety monitoring plan and a trial monitoring plan for prag-
matic clinical trials (Box 1).
1.1. Collection and reporting of safety events

Current international guidelines on GCP state that all
serious adverse events (SAEs) must be collected in an in-
terventional trial and reported within 24 hours to the trial
sponsor unless specified otherwise in the study protocol
[8]. The collection and reporting of non-SAEs can be
tailored under certain conditions, for instance, if a signif-
icant amount of safety data is already available as is the
case with a marketed medication [9]. Furthermore, the
nature and extent of patient safety monitoring may depend
on the added risks of the trial intervention relative to stan-
dard care [9]. The new European Clinical Trial Regulation
moves toward further simplification and defines that the
protocol may exclude certain AEs from being recorded
and reported and also exclude certain SAEs from requiring
immediate reporting [7]. Therefore, here, we propose that
the extent to which non-SAEs should be recorded depends
on whether (1) the data will be used to define the safety
profile of the medication; (2) there are specific safety
surveillance measures in place as part of a market autho-
rization; (3) the medication is being used in accordance
with the market authorization; (4) the safety profile of
the medicine and/or class is known in the patient popula-
tion under study; and (5) data are being reported by a qual-
ified physician who determines drug relatedness and
severity of any given event.

It is conceivable that only serious and noneserious
adverse drug reactions (ADRs) may be collected in a prag-
matic trial that examines a marketed medicine of which the
safety profile has previously been described. However, it
should be noted that depending on what is known about



Medicine used in accordance 
with market authorisation 

Collect all  drug related SAEs 
1
Adverse Drug Reactions

Collect additional events of special interest

2
No withdrawal algorithms

Medicine used prior to 
market authorisation for trial 

population

Collect all SAEs 

Collect Adverse Drug Reactions or All AEs

Collect additional events of special interest

3
Modified withdrawal algorithms

Fig. 1. Which safety events should be collected in a pragmatic trial? 1Level of collection will depend on: objectives of the studydeffectiveness or
effectiveness/risk, what is known about the safety profile of the drug, postmarketing pharmacovigilance requirements, and length of time drug has
been on the market; 2Patients should be managed in accordance with standard clinical practice; there is no need to impose additional ‘‘trial’’ re-
strictions; 3Modified algorithms to accommodate comorbidities in trial population, Serious adverse event (SAE): any serious medical occurrence in
a clinical study participant, temporally associated with the use of a study treatment, whether or not considered related to the study treatment.

Study Design Considerations
Are regular visits anticipated?

Are physicians 
experienced in the identification 

and reporting of AEs?
Are patients likely to be seen by 

multiple physicians ?
Are electronic health records 

available to support data 
collection and reporting? 

Potential Option for data 
collection

eCRF during routine visit
Pop-up menu embedded in EHR

Direct Extraction from EHR
Patient Reported Outcomes

Fig. 2. Potential options for data collection. EHR, electronic health
record.
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the medicine or class of medicines, some drug-related AEs
will not be known and therefore careful consideration
should be given to assessing the relatedness of AEs with
the drug and the risk of missing new drug-related AEs if
the decision is made not to report all AEs. In the preautho-
rization phase or when new indications are investigated,
however, collection of all serious and non-SAEs (SAEs
and AEs) may still be required (see Fig. 1). Furthermore,
the higher the risks associated with the medicine and the
higher the disease severity, the more frequently physicians
should monitor the patients. In pragmatic trials, safety data
collection should, wherever possible, be embedded within
routine care visits, although it must be acknowledged that
these vary widely globally according to different local prac-
tice. The frequency with which data should be collected
will also depend on the level of safety information available
about the medicine. The less information available or the
higher the risks associated with the medicine, the more
regularly physicians should monitor the patients. In cases
where local norms are insufficient, visit frequency may
need to be included in a protocol. The disease being stud-
ied, and trial design will also affect the frequency of data
collection. More severe conditions, which are normally
associated with more frequent routine monitoring by the
treating physician, offer greater opportunity to also
frequently collect study-related safety data in a manner that
does not interfere with routine care.

1.2. The challenges of collecting and reporting AE data
in pragmatic trials

As pragmatic trials investigate the effects of medication in
routine care, they may include investigators who are inexpe-
rienced in conducting clinical research, AE reporting, and as-
sessing drug relatedness. From a practical perspective of
costs, time, and space, frequent trial visits may not be some-
thing the practice can easily manage and so may affect the
willingness of physicians and patients to participate. Some
severe conditions, such as Chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease (COPD), require a high frequency of follow-up visits;
however, the frequency often decreases as the control of
symptoms improves, and patients may not be seen for several
months. Similarly, patients with well-controlled high blood
pressure may only visit their physician annually for routine
check-ups, introducing the need to consider alternative
methods, such as follow-up by telephone, to collect safety
data. Furthermore, study patients may present themselves in
a health care department or emergency room outside the
scope of the investigator. This and any associated safety
events may remain unreported to the patient’s physician, espe-
cially with infrequent follow-up, unless it is recorded in the
hospital medical records or the investigator is reminded to
interview the patient on clinical events during a follow-up.
1.3. Possible approaches to the collection and reporting
of AEs

Collecting safety data in a structured and complete
manner is crucial to understand the course of an AE and
its potential drug relatedness. The mechanism for collecting
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and reporting information about an AE, as well as informa-
tion about the relevant context such as comedication/co-
morbidities, will depend on (1) the objectives and design
of the trial; (2) whether the patient is randomized to any
treatment and whether those treatments are already licensed
or not; (3) the normal treatment pathway of the patient in
the country where the trial is being conducted (i.e., the
regularity with which patients will routinely visit their
treating physician or whether the patient routinely visits
multiple physicians for different aspects of their health
care); and (4) the availability of electronic health record
(EHR) data or the use of case report forms for data collec-
tion and reporting. A variety of options are described below
and summarized in Fig. 2.

When thinking about how to gather safety data in the
absence of trial visits, where a marketed product is being
used, it may be attractive to consider the use of the sponta-
neous reporting systems that are in place in many countries.
These systems have been put in place to enable patients and
physicians to report AEs that they believe are associated
with a drug [10,11] directly to their local authorities. The
advantage of this type of approach is that the market autho-
rization holder can continually monitor the systems for any
reported events as part of their standard pharmacovigilance
activities. However, spontaneous reporting systems are not
designed to and do not support reporting for a trial as the
source of data cannot be traced, and information of the
event is often incomplete. This may lead to problems with
assigning relatedness to the medicines. Often, there is no
scope within the systems to (re-)evaluate the relatedness
of ADRs submitted by patients or physicians to drug expo-
sure or to specifically label potential events as AEs instead
of ADRs. Furthermore, there is known underreporting of
events for medicines with which patients and physicians
are familiar. In general terms, therefore, spontaneous re-
porting systems support the detection of potential unknown
ADRs; however, they are not suited for estimating the inci-
dence of ADRs [10,12].

Patient-reported outcomes collected both via validated
instruments and web-based sources are becoming increas-
ingly important in understanding the benefits and risks of
medicines in the real world. Indeed, numerous pharmacovi-
gilance programs are already integrating structured patient
reporting, with evidence of improved detection of treatment
risks [13]. However, to be accepted by industry and regula-
tors, there needs to be consensus on what and how data
should be collected; how safety signals should be managed;
and whether or not physician confirmation is appropriate
when patient or carers are reporters.

EHRs are adopted by an increasing number of practices
and hospitals and can therefore be instrumental in collec-
tion of information about specific AEs. To facilitate a more
structured enquiry about symptoms, events, or other rele-
vant information, electronic pop-up menus incorporated
in the EHR system could be helpfuland indeed have been
shown to support accurate reporting in pragmatic trials
[6]. However, given the fact that EHR systems are devel-
oped to support patient care rather than clinical research,
many systems are not validated for use in clinical research
or meet the requirements of international safety reporting
[14,15]. If EHR systems are to be used, it is important to
discuss and understand how physicians enter information
about potential AEs into the EHR system. Known ADRs
are unlikely to be the sole reason for a patient to visit their
physician, any detailed information about the event may
only be captured as free text, and therefore, it is essential
to ensure that the free text fields of the EHR system can
be searched for information that is relevant for AE report-
ing to limit under reporting of these ADRs. On the other
hand, an event that was not already known to be associated
with the medication may actually be a reason for consulting
the physician but may not be labeled as such. The level of
missing data, misclassification of events, and potential lag
between an event happening and the availability of data
for expedited reporting are all aspects that will impact the
suitability of EHRs systems for reporting events. For
example, to depend on EHR surveillance fully, the EHR
system needs to capture all physician encounters both
within the trial setting and also any other settings where
the patient may receive medical care. It must also capture
all necessary data to support the reporting and interpreta-
tion of the event, such as the time to onset of event, a
description of the event, seriousness criteria, drug related-
ness, and the outcome of the event as well as drugs
prescribed at time of event and information regarding
related comorbidities.

The Salford Lung Studies have been designed to eval-
uate the effectiveness and safety of the once-daily combina-
tion of the ICS fluticasone furoate and the novel LABA
vilanterol (VI) (Relvar) compared with existing mainte-
nance therapy in a large, real-world population of patients
with COPD [16] and asthma [17] in conditions of normal
care. Both these studies were supported by an integrated
primary and secondary EHR system which enabled physi-
cians to monitor the occurrence of potential AEs in near
real time. Data were reviewed daily by an independent trial
safety team of physicians and nurses. If events were identi-
fied, the trial team contacted the treating physician to estab-
lish the relatedness of the event to the drug [16,17]. Such
integrated systems offer the potential for near real-time
safety reporting to the trial sponsor, which is comparable
or even beyond that currently available in the routine
clinical trial setting where noneserious events are generally
collected at least every 4 weeks.
1.4. Monitoring of trial conduct

Regulatory agencies have stressed the need for pharma-
ceutical companies to develop more proportionate and
risk-based methodologies for clinical trial monitoring
[18,19], as the resource-intensive ‘‘traditional’’ approach to
trial monitoring becomes less feasible as trial complexity
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increases. This point of view corresponds to the current ICH
GCP guidelines, which explicitly dictate that ‘‘the sponsor
should develop a systematic, prioritized, risk-based approach
to monitoring clinical trials’’ ([20], p.30).

Various risk assessment tools have been developed that
can aid protocol developers in establishing the risk level
of a trial by considering the wide range of possible sources
of issues that may occur during the conduct of clinical
trials. For example the procedures used in the ADAMON
and OPTIMON studies [21,22] or TransCelerate’s Risk
Assessment Categorization Tool [23]. These tools may be
useful for pragmatic trials as well, provided it is taken into
account that the likelihood of risks occurring in a pragmatic
trial or the impact may be different from a traditional trial.
For example, failure to follow the protocol is often cited as
being one of the top five deficiencies of efficacy trials when
audits are conducted by regulatory authorities. In contrast,
in a pragmatic trial, because the protocol should remain
very flexible to reflect standard clinical practice, less proto-
col deviations may be expected. If pragmatic trial protocols
request data collection that is not part of routine care but
regarded as of key importance to the trial, the risk of
Fig. 3. Comparison between efficacy/safety and pragmatic trials. AE, adver
ADR, adverse drug reaction; PCT, Pragmatic Clinical Trial; PRO, patient-re
missing data (which may be regarded a protocol deviation)
may be higher in pragmatic than in traditional randomized
controlled trials due to the generally less strict follow-up re-
quirements and the participation of a higher proportion of
research-naive physicians. Treatment adherence is likely
to be much lower in a pragmatic trial and would be consid-
ered a risk in a traditional trial. However, lack of adherence
may actually drive the real-world effectiveness or safety of
the medicine and is therefore not a risk that would be
actively managed in a pragmatic trial.

The main challenge when designing a monitoring plan
for a pragmatic trial is defining how to manage each of
these risks. For example, in a traditional trial, a site visit
and retraining may be triggered if investigators continually
fail to accurately complete the electronic case report form
(eCRF) and/or report SAEs in a timely manner. In the case
of a pragmatic trial, especially where data are being ex-
tracted directly from the EHR, some missing data are inev-
itable and should be factored into the protocol design and
data analysis plans. Although large problems with missing
data may trigger some (re-)training, one would be reticent
with this as it may interfere with the real-world nature of
se event; SAE, serious adverse event; EHR, electronic health record;
ported outcome.
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the study. The use of broader inclusion criteria, as is typical
for pragmatic trials, may in fact result in less favorable risk
assessments, as more vulnerable patients are included. The
same may be true when including investigators that are less
experienced. Each of these could trigger the requirement
for additional site visits which may impact on routine care.

Various approaches to monitoring are being imple-
mented, and central monitoring approaches are being more
routinely adopted [24]. For instance, statistical monitoring
may help in identifying unlikely or inconsistent data
patterns (and may in that respect be preferred over on-site
visits) [25]. Random and targeted source data verification
(SDV) may reduce the volume of data that is to be SDV-
ed by the clinical research assistant (CRA) [26e29].
Remote SDV may remove the need to visit trial sites phys-
ically [30,31]. The use of centrally available data allows for
a dashboard-like overview of key performance indicators or
metrics, which may be used to trigger on-site visits if spe-
cific thresholds are exceeded (see [23] for example). How-
ever, adopting centralized forms of monitoring that require
regularly updated sources of data may be challenging in a
pragmatic trial. Often investigators need to apply to access
EHR records. Therefore, what data are required and how
often it is required will in general have to be decided in
the protocol design/site feasibility stage, to ensure access
can be sought to allow trial recruitment, data completeness,
and other trial performance metrics to be assessed.

In the case of on-site monitoring, it is important to
ensure that the EHR systems can support requirement for
monitoring with regard to controlled access (e.g., monitors
should be given unique credentials to access only those
records of patients enrolled in the study, and they should
not be able to access other patients records who have not
consented to be part of the study). As described above, this
is often a challenge when working with EHR systems that
have been developed to support patient care rather than
clinical research.

In conclusion, the risk-based monitoring framework
provides flexibility, which may benefit pragmatic trials,
but also requires careful and early consideration of the
monitoring plan for each individual trial which may be
challenging.
2. Discussion and conclusion

ICH Guidelines, for all clinical trials in any phase, dictate
that all SAEs must be reported to the sponsor and within 24
hours of the investigator becoming aware of an event unless
directed otherwise in the protocol. In pragmatic trials, that
generally follow routine clinical practice, additional study-
related activities and follow-up visits should be minimized.
This may complicate the structured collection of drug-
related safety data. However, several different options for
data collection are available to researchers depending on
the study design which range from more traditional
collection of safety data using an eCRF during routine care
visits to the remote surveillance of EHR data.

The risk-based monitoring approaches being used to in-
crease efficiency of monitoring trial conduct can be applied
to pragmatic trials. However, although the types of risks
associated with the implementation of a pragmatic trial
are similar, their relative importance, detail, and/or inter-
pretation are likely to be different from a traditional trial.
Remote monitoring techniques currently rely on data being
fed through companies’ data management systems; this
works well where data collection is done via eCRF, howev-
er, where data are collected directly from an EHR system a
mechanism will need to be put in place to allow monitors to
access the data required. This requires up front planning
and discussion with data system custodians as it is possible
that investigators may need to apply for permission to
access the data (even remotely) at set intervals throughout
the study.

Whatever approach is taken for collecting safety data
and monitoring trial conduct, in a pragmatic trial, it is likely
to be ‘‘nonstandard’’ compared to an explanatory trial
(Fig. 3) and will therefore require early and detailed discus-
sions with ethics review boards and regulatory authorities
in all participating countries.
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